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Fear-conditioning is one of the most widely used paradigms in attempts to unravel the processes and mechanisms underlying learning
and plasticity. In most Pavlovian conditioning paradigms an auditory stimulus is used as the conditioned stimulus (CS), but conditioning
to a tactile CS can also be accomplished. The whisker-to-barrel tactile system in mice offers a convenient way to investigate the brain
pathways and mechanisms of learning and plasticity of the cerebral cortex. To support the claim that an animal learns during conditioning
sessions and that the resulting plastic changes are associative in nature, objective measures of behavior are necessary. Multiple types
of conditioned responses can develop depending on the training situation, CS and unconditioned stimulus (UCS) characteristics. These
include physiological responses such as salivation, heart rate, and galvanic skin reaction, and also behavioral responses such as startle
reflex potentiation or suppression of an ongoing behavior. When studying learning with the whisker system in behaving mice, stimulation
of individual whiskers in a well-controlled manner may require animal restraint, which has the disadvantage of limiting the observation
of potential behavioral responses. Stimulation of whiskers in a neck-restraining apparatus evokes head movements. When whisker
stimulation (CS) is paired with an aversive UCS during conditioning, the number of head movements decrease in the course of the
training. This reaction, called minifreezing, resembles the frequently used behavioral measure known as the freezing response. However,
this is only applicable for freely moving animals. This article will review experimental evidence confirming that minifreezing is a relevant
index of association formation between the neutral CS and aversive UCS.

INTRODUCTION
One of the simplest forms of learning is classical
(Pavlovian) conditioning. In a typical experiment a
neutral conditioned stimulus (CS) is systematically paired
with an aversive or appetitive unconditioned stimulus
(UCS), which elicits an unconditioned reaction (UR).
The previously neutral CS thereby acquires aversive or
appetitive properties, and when subsequently presented
alone will itself evoke reaction (conditioned reaction, CR).
This form of learning is easy to employ and execute. This
is also an experimental procedure that enables studying
and analyzing the process of associative learning and its
effects at a behavioral and neurobiological level. In most
Pavlovian conditioning experiments an auditory stimulus,
i.e. a tone (CS), is paired with an innately aversive stimulus
(e.g. electric shock; UCS) during training. Studies using
this procedure, referred to as auditory fear conditioning,
date from the fourth decade of the 20th century (e.g. Grant
and Schneider 1949, Brown et al. 1951, Galambos et al.
1956). Since then auditory fear conditioning has been used
extensively to study fear learning and memory (for review
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see Johansen et al. 2012) and auditory cortical plasticity
(for review see Weinberger 2007a, 2007b). Stimuli of other
modalities, such as visual (e.g. Petro et al. 2015), odorant
(Davis 2004) or taste (Davis and Riley 2010), can also be
used as CSs. Fear conditioning to tactile CS can also be
accomplished; the vibrissae and whisker-to-barrel tactile
system in mice offers a convenient way to investigate the
brain pathways and neural mechanisms of learning and
memory, and is now the most popular model for studying
plasticity of the brain cortex.
Each mystacial whisker is represented in layer IV of
the primary somatosensory cortex (S1) by well-defined
structures called barrels. Barrels in the cortex are
somatotopically arranged in a pattern that is identical to the
arrangement of whiskers on the muzzle (Woolsey and Van
der Loos 1970). The one-to-one correspondence between
whiskers and barrels is useful for investigations of cortical
development, structure-function relationships, sensory
processing and experience, and learning dependent plastic
changes in cortical pathways. The whiskers-to-barrels
system is one of the best studied sensory systems, and large
amounts of neuronal data on cortical microcircuits and
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synaptic connectivity, on both the cellular and molecular
level, are already present.
Numerous and various experimental paradigms
involving the whisker-to-barrel system have been
developed, including all whiskers deprivation (Glazewski et
al. 1998), single whisker deprivation (Glazewski et al. 1998,
Allen et al. 2003), single whisker sparing (Fox 1992, Bender et
al. 2006, Clem and Barth 2006, Benedetti et al. 2009), double
whisker sparing (Diamond et al. 1994), and chessboard
deprivation (Wallace and Fox 1999) and others (Jasińska
et al. 2014). Moreover, several methods of sensory training
in which the vibrissae system is engaged in learning have
been developed, such as the gap-crossing task (Barnéoud
et al. 1991, Troncoso et al. 2004), object localization
tasks (e.g. O’Connor et al. 2010, Kuhlman et al. 2014),
the texture discrimination task (Guic-Robles et al. 1989,
Cybulska-Klosowicz and Kossut 2001, Wu et al. 2013, Zuo
et al. 2015), and the vibrotactile frequencies discrimination
task (e.g. Mayrhofer et al. 2013). It is also well recognized
and documented that vibrissae stimulation can be used
as a conditioned stimulus (CS) in classical conditioning
procedures (Siucinska and Kossut 1996, Galvez et al. 2006).
Combining the particularly convenient whisker-to‑barrel
model with the simple and well recognized classical
conditioning procedure seems to be an excellent choice to
study pathways and mechanisms of associative learning
processes and accompanying cortical plasticity.
Although the auditory type of fear conditioning is the
most common approach in experiments and the auditory
system is very well described, there were substantial
controversies about the results of associative plasticity
in the primary auditory cortex. These included opposing
claims regarding the form of receptive field plasticity,
the interpretation of its functional significance, and its
underlying neural mechanisms. Many of the early studies
did not include the control procedures or behavioral
verifications necessary to establish that learning occurred
(e.g. unpaired or random control groups, after-training
trials; Papini and Bitterman 1990, Rescorla 1967, 1988a,
1988b), and only the pioneering studies of Weinberger and
his colleagues used appropriate controls (e.g. Diamond
and Weinberger 1986). According to Weinberger, the lack
of behavioral validation of learning does not invalidate the
possibility of learning-induced plastic changes; however,
behavioral validation is necessary to support the claim that
the observed changes are indeed associative in nature (for
review see Weinberger 2007a, 2007b).

CLASSICAL FEAR CONDITIONING – FREEZING
RESPONSE AS A BEHAVIORAL MEASURE
To prove and confirm that an animal actually learns
during a learning session, the animal’s behavior has to be
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quantified using some kind of response measures. Multiple
CRs might develop while the CS–UCS association is being
learned, depending on the CS and UCS characteristics and
the intensity, animal species, motivational system involved,
etc. In aversive conditioning CRs include physiological
responses, such as changes in blood pressure, heart rate,
salivation, galvanic skin response, and respiration, and also
behavioral responses such as facilitation of the startle reflex
or suppression of an ongoing behavior. Different types of
behavioral responses that develop as the result of aversive,
fear conditioning have been described and explained in the
model of Bolles and Fanselow (1980, 1982). According to
this model, different defensive responses are mediated by
two motivational systems: one related to fear and the other
related to pain. The pain-motivational system is activated
by nociceptive stimuli and serves to protect the animal
from bodily injury through an active form of behavior,
i.e. the startle reflex, such as jumping and running. The
fear-motivational system is activated by a stimulus that
might pose danger to the animal. A pattern of inhibitory
responses, i.e. the freezing response, is the main defensive
behavior triggered by this system. The startle reflex and
freezing are universal fear responses seen in many animal
species, and can be easily conditioned to light, tones and
contexts using fear-conditioning paradigms, where foot
shock is used as the UCS (e.g. Fanselow 1980, Fanselow and
Poulos 2005).
The freezing response is a good behavioral measure in
freely moving animals. The onset of the CS results in the
cessation of all ongoing behavior in a fear conditioned
mouse or rat. Animals typically adopt a characteristic
crouching or “freezing” posture (Blanchard and Blanchard
1969). It has been argued that freezing behavior is one of
the primary responses, that it is innate and unconditioned,
and that it can be classified as a preparatory reflex of
rodents to current or anticipated danger; it functions as
an attempt to escape detection by a predator or potential
threats (Blanchard and Blanchard 1969, Bolles and Fanselow
1980, Fanselow and Lester 1988, Rosen and Schulkin 1998).
When saying that freezing is a Pavlovian response, it means
that is not controlled by its effects on the environment, i.e.
it is not an operant response (Fanselow 2000). In operant
conditioning an animal controls shock delivery by adopting
the freezing posture, while in classical fear conditioning
the animal freezes in response to the CS that announces
the shock. In other words, what controls the conditioned
freezing response is the relationship between the CS and
UCS stimuli. Direct measures of freezing to CSs such as
tones and lights began in Robert Bolles’ laboratory in the
late 1970s (e.g. Fanselow and Bolles 1979, Collier and Bolles
1980), and thereafter the freezing response is considered
to be a suitable index of learning a Pavlovian stimulus‑shock relationship. It is a tense and attentive immobility,
refraining all movements except those associated with
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respiration and eye movements (Misslin 2003). Differences
in the level of freezing during CS presentations are used
to infer alterations in the acquisition or expression of
CS fear. Many reports suggest that fear conditioning is a
direct function of the intensity of the UCS. For example,
Morris and Bouton (2006) observed that the point in
conditioning training at which freezing emerged and the
asymptotic amount of freezing was directly related to the
intensity of the UCS (footshock). Other studies indicate
that performance in conditioning training is an inverted-U
function of footshock intensity (Leaton and Borszcz 1985,
Witnauer and Miller 2013), and intermediate footshock
intensities appear to be the most useful for eliciting a
conditioned freezing response to the CS (Baldi et al. 2004).
With an UCS of higher intensity a conditioned response to
context may develop, and further increasing of footshock
intensity may cause the generalization phenomenon to
occur (Baldi et al. 2004), where the animal freezes when
no CS is presented and even outside the conditioning
context (Fanselow 1980). On the other hand, repeated
administration of intensive stimuli (UCS) may result in
progressive amplification of response of the animal even
to harmless stimuli (CS), a process called sensitization. The
footshock might sensitize the animal when administered
alone, but also if presented together with a CS during
conditioning. Consequently, the freezing response to the
CS following conditioning might be determined not only
by associative, but also by non-associative components.
It has been postulated that the intensity of freezing as a
function of footshock intensity is primarily determined
by the non-associative sensitization component, whereas
the associative component is more or less categorical.
Thus, when the sensitization component is calculated out,
no differences in the intensity of response is observed in
mice conditioned with different intensities (Kamprath and
Wotjak 2004). Results from the above-mentioned studies
and the study of Sigmundi and colleagues (1980) indicate
that a number of variables in addition to/together with
shock intensity may influence the level of freezing. They
demonstrated that the degree of conditioned freezing
might depend on the CS modality: when a white noise was
the CS conditioned freezing increased with shock intensity,
and when a localized light was the CS freezing did not vary
with shock intensity (Sigmundi et al. 1980).
Changes in fearful behaviors observed after pairing
the CS and UCS are presumed to be due to the formation
of an association between these stimuli. However, due to
the aversive nature of the UCS and the novelty of the CS
and UCS, fearful behaviors can emerge to the CS despite the
absence of an association. This stimulus-elicited behavior
can be similar to the anticipated conditioned reaction, but
can only be accounted for by non-associative mechanisms.
Another possibility is that the observed fearful behavior is
not an UR but a delayed UR (Fanselow 2000). To determine
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that a behavioral change is due to the formation of an
association and not merely by exposure to the stimuli,
unpaired (Papini and Bitterman 1990) or random control
groups (Rescorla 1967) are introduced in which mice are
exposed to both the CS and UCS, but are unable to form an
association between them. If freezing is a CR it should be
CS specific. If freezing is an UR it should be time locked to
the UCS presentation; substantial delays or changes in the
temporal relationship between shock and testing should
reduce freezing.
Classical conditioning paradigms involving whiskers
The majority of studies combining the whisker-to-barrel
model in rodents with the fear conditioning procedure
investigated the brain pathways and neural mechanisms
underlying learning-dependent associative plasticity in the
somatosensory system and memory processes. To support
the claim that the observed plastic changes are associative
in nature, objective measures of behavior are necessary.
One of the most convenient paradigms for measuring a
behavioral conditioned response is eyeblink conditioning,
since the CR in this paradigm is robust, reliable, and
discrete (Thompson 2005). This associative learning
paradigm was first developed for use in human participants
in the 1920s (Cason 1922), and then the need for an animal
model led to the development of the rabbit eyeblink and
nictating membrane paradigms (Gormezano et al. 1962,
Schneiderman et al. 1962); later on the paradigm was also
applied to frogs, turtles, mice, rats, ferrets, sheep, dogs,
monkeys, and cats. The procedure involves the paired
presentation of a CS, typically a tone or light, with an UCS
that reliably elicits eyelid closure, such as an air puff or brief
electrical stimulation near the eye. The eyeblink reflex in
the rabbit is a coordinated response involving simultaneous
and correlated external eyelid closure, eyeball retraction,
and resulting passive extension of the nictitating
membrane (e.g. Gormezano et al. 1962, McCormick et al.
1982). “Eyeblink” is often used synonymously for eyelid and
nictitating membrane movement because the premotor
neural circuitry underlying the respective CRs is the
same. However, the motor nuclei that generate eyelid and
nictitating membrane movement are distinct (reviewed
by Freeman and Steinmetz 2011). Moreover, different (in
kinematics and neural control) types of blinks are elicited
by different stimuli (Gruart et al. 1995, Trigo et al. 1999,
reviewed by Freeman and Steinmetz 2011). Eyeblink
conditioning, in which whisker stimulation serves as the CS
(whisker-trace-eyeblink), was invented and used by Galvez
and colleagues to examine experience-induced neuronal
plasticity in the somatosensory whisker pathway, at first in
rabbits (Galvez et al. 2006) and then also in mice (Galvez et
al. 2009, 2011, Chau et al. 2014). The piezoelectric stimulator
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allows for stimulation of whiskers in a freely moving mouse
while electrodes delivering periorbital shock (UCS) and an
optic sensor monitoring eyeblinks are attached to a head
bolt and affixed to the animal’s skull, allowing for CRs to be
measured reliably. The whisker stimulator in this procedure
offers a good tool for time controlled stimulation. However,
it is not really useful if it is required to determine precisely
which whisker is being deflected. Stimulation of specific
whiskers can be achieved only by trimming the undesired
whiskers to prevent contact with the stimulator comb. It is
therefore not useful when the procedure consists of several
sessions of stimulation in which the animal is returned to
the home cage between training sessions and is supposed to
spend that time in standard, control conditions. Trimming
whiskers has been shown to induce rapid plastic changes
in the size of the receptive fields for the trimmed whiskers
(Diamond et al. 1993, 1994, Armstrong-James et al. 1994).
Another work in which classical conditioning with
vibrissae stimulation (CS) was studied in freely moving
mice was the study by Gdalyahu and colleagues (2012).
Passive whisker stimulation was achieved by attaching
small pieces of metal wire to whiskers and placing the
animal in an electromagnetic field, where free exploration
was possible. Whisker stimulation (CS) was paired with a
foot shock and freezing behavior was considered as a CR.
One of the control groups of mice received the same stimuli
but explicitly unpaired and another control group, trained
with stimulation only, received the paired procedure but no
US. In contrast with the whisker-trace-eyeblink described
above, this paradigm allows for a precise stimulation
of the chosen, specific whisker. The authors examined
if the fear response could be evoked by stimulation of
either an adjacent or distant untrained whisker, and
found no generalization to a distant whisker but did find
generalization to an adjacent untrained whisker. This
result seems to point to a general characteristic of learning
with whiskers in rodents, since it has been previously
shown that rats generalize gap-crossing learning to an
adjacent but not to a remote whisker (Harris et al. 1999).
Another dimension of generalization was also examined in
the study, and the results revealed that that fear response
generalized to stimulus frequencies different from that
used during training. The paradigm used by Gdalyahu and
others (2012) has the disadvantage of requiring that metal
pieces be glued to the whiskers. Rodents incessantly try to
remove any strange object from their whiskers. This would
introduce an uncontrolled, additional stimulation to those
whiskers and often results in the mouse either chewing
the wire off or physically removing their whisker entirely.
Therefore, the mouse needs to wear a special collar in that
task to avoid an increased and uncontrollable stimulation
or even whisker removal.
Whisker stimulation in the classical conditioning
paradigm was also applied to neonatal rat pups (Landers
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and Sullivan 1999, Sullivan et al. 2003). Neonatal rats were
placed in Petri dishes and manual stimulation of vibrissae
was paired with the UCS – heat from a warm air stream
or electric shock, delivered to the trunk. The behavior of
pups was recorded prior to stimulation as a baseline and
during training using a motor activity scale designed by
Hall (Hall 1979). This scale assigns a score for the number
of major body parts or regions that moved for at least 2 s.
Specific movements such as crawling, head turning toward
and away from the stimulation, and mouthing were
counted (Sullivan et al. 2003). The motor activity scale
measures changes in general motor activity as a response
of motorically immature rat pups to stimulus presentation
(Hall 1979). A behavioral evaluation protocol for learning
was applied and acquisition curves were used to assess
learning. Associative pairing of a whisker stimulation
(CS) and unconditioned stimulus produced a conditioned
behavioral activation response (generalized increase in
behavioral activity) to the whisker CS alone (Landers and
Sullivan 1999).
When studying learning with the whisker system in
behaving mice, stimulation of individual whiskers in a
well-controlled manner often requires immobilization
of the animal. This can be achieved with the use of
head holding elements fixed to the head of the animal
(Rosselet et al. 2011, Wróbel et al. 1995, Musial et al. 1998,
Jakuczun et al. 2005) or special neck-restraining apparatus
(Siucinska and Kossut 1996). In these studies whiskers were
stimulated with piezoelectric or mechanical (low tone
audio-speakers) stimulators (Wróbel et al. 1995, Musial et
al. 1998, Jakuczun et al. 2005) or manually (Rosselet et al.
2011, Siucinska and Kossut 1996), and a mild electric shock
was applied to the skin of the ear or to the tail as the UCS.
Conditioned response was monitored by measuring cardiac
responses with an electrocardiogram (Siucinska and Kossut
1996, Cybulska-Klosowicz and Kossut 2006, Rosselet et al.
2011). Heart rate deceleration during application of the CS
was observed in these studies. This bradycardia resulted
from associative learning as it was not seen in the group
of pseudoconditioned mice, for which the occurrences of
whisker deflections and shocks were uncorrelated during
training. Although the physiological conditioned response
was described, behavioral measures of the conditioned
reaction were not described in these studies (Rosselet et
al. 2011, Wróbel et al. 1995, Musial et al. 1998, Jakuczyn
et al. 2005, reviewed in Kublik 2004 and the early studies
of Kossut group). The necessity of restraint during
conditioning paradigms involving whiskers ensures access
for well‑controlled whisker stimulation. However, the
disadvantage of restraint is that only limited behavioral
reactions can be observed in restrained animals. Only
a short mention on the changes in behavior manifested
in a rigid posture in conditioned mice was provided in the
study of Siucinska and Kossut (1996).
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Minifreezing
Behavioral conditioned reaction in classical conditioning
is an indication of association formation. Therefore when
studying the mechanism of associative learning in this
experimental paradigm, it is essential to measure changes
in behavior. The short note on the behavioral observations
in the study of Siucinska and Kossut (1996) was a starting
point for more detailed descriptions and assessments of
conditioned reaction in subsequent studies by our group.
During whisker-related delay conditioning that training,
whiskers on one side of the snout (always the same in all
animals) were stroked (CS) with a fine hand-held brush. The
CS lasted 9 s. During the last second, an aversive UCS (a mild,
non-painful electric shock given to the tail) was delivered
and co-terminated with the CS. After a 6-s interval the trial
was repeated and this routine continued for 10 min. The
training sessions were repeated once a day for three days.
Prior to behavioral training, the mice were placed in a neck
restraint for 10 min a day, 5 days a week, for 2–3 weeks to
habituate them to limited mobility. The neck-restraint
allows for head movements in some limited range. In the
first sessions of habituation mice moved vigorously in the
apparatus, and after several sessions they stayed quiet, yet
not motionless. Prior to conditioning but after habituation,
the stimulation of whiskers in the restrained mice evoked
head movements towards the stimulus, and this most
probably constituted a part of the orienting response.
During conditioning, mice reacted to vibrissal stimulation
during the first trials of the first training session by moving
their heads in response to the stimulation, but during the
following trials the frequency of head movements decreased
(Fig. 1A). Trials during which a mouse reacted by head
movement in response to stimulation of vibrissae (CS) were
counted. The results were presented as a percentage of trials
during which head movements were observed in subsequent
minutes of training. Head movements occurring during the
application of the tail shock and/or during the inter-trial
interval in the conditioning training were not included.
The natural, unconditioned reaction to tail shock in the
restraining apparatus is the cessation of head movements.
The behavior of mice was also analyzed when the tail shock
(UCS) was applied alone in the same time schedule as during
CS+UCS training. The number of head movements, counted
during the same time windows as during standard CS+UCS
training, was very low starting from the very first trial of the
stimulation. The behavior of mice during the training was
video-recorded for off-line analysis.
During conditioning the frequency of head turning in
response to the CS was found to decrease in the course of
conditioning to a level comparable to that observed during
application of UCS only (Cybulska-Klosowicz et al. 2009). A
significant reduction in head movements was observed as
early as the third trial of the first session. The number of
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head movements remained low and did not differ between
the first and final trials of the second and the third training
sessions (Cybulska-Klosowicz et al. 2013b; Fig. 1A). Rescorla
has indicated the dangers of relying only on data obtained
during training to infer the strength of learning, and
he emphasized the need for appropriate post-training
assessments of behavior (Rescorla 1988a, 1988b). Therefore,
the frequency of head movements was measured by
presentation of the CS during extinction trials conducted
24 hours after conditioning, and the results revealed
that the frequency of conditioned responses remained
low, at a level comparable with the third training session
(Cybulska‑Klosowicz et al. 2009; Fig. 1A). The behavior of
conditioned mice contrasted with the behavior of mice that
underwent pseudoconditioning or whisker stimulation
only (CS only), were the head movements are frequent and
the frequency of head turning did not significantly change
in the course of the session (Radwanska et al. 2010).
The observed inhibitory response, i.e. reduced frequency
of head movements in mice aversively conditioned in
the restraining apparatus, was named “minifreezing”.
Significant differences in head-turning behavior between
training sessions and also between conditioned animals
versus pseudoconditioned or those presented with CS
only (Cybulska-Klosowicz et al. 2009) were considered
as evidence of the developing association between the
neutral CS and the unpleasant UCS. The previously neutral
CS acquired aversive properties, and when subsequently
presented alone itself evoked an aversive emotional
reaction. A behavioral conditioned minifreezing response
corresponds well with previously reported conditioned
physiological response – heart rate deceleration during
application of the CS (Siucinska and Kossut 1996, Cybulska‑Klosowicz and Kossut 2006). This kind of association
between freezing and pattern changes in cardiovascular
functioning, particularly the decrease in heart rate, has
also been documented in other experimental paradigms
(Yoshimoto et al. 2010). The circumstances under which
CS paired with an electric shock is presented influence the
direction of the heart rate response. In unrestrained rats,
increased heart rate accompanies the conditioned stimulus,
whereas decreased heart rate accompanies the conditioned
stimulus in restrained rats (Martin and Fitzgerald 1980).
During appetitive whiskers-related conditioning,
where the schedule of the training was the same as in
the aversive conditioning but sweetened water was used
as the UCS, mice reacted vigorously to stimulation of the
vibrissae during the whole of the first session. During the
third session a high but significantly decreased number
of head movements and an increase of head turns toward
the syringe containing sweetened water was reported,
which means that mice learned to actively seek the reward
(Cybulska-Klosowicz and Kossut 2006, Cybulska-Klosowicz
et al. 2009). The head movements in response to whisker
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Fig. 1. (A) Assessment of behavior during all three sessions of CS+UCS conditioning and 24 hours after conditioning. Percentage of trials in subsequent
minutes of the training during which head turning behavior was observed. A significant reduction in head movements was observed during the first
session of conditioning (1st ses CS+UCS; N=5). The number of head movements remained low during the second (2nd ses CS+UCS; N=5) and the third (3rd ses
CS+UCS; N=5) conditioning training sessions. Post-training assessment of behavior (CS only post-training; N=5) revealed extinction of the conditioned
response; the head movement level increased in the 10th minute of stimulation. N – number of animals; mean ±SE; * p<0.05, *** p<0.001, in comparison
with the 1st minute of the particular session. One-Way ANOVA with Tukey-Kramer post-test. (B) Sensory stimulus specificity. CS+UCS – a group of mice that
underwent standard 3 day long conditioning training; PSEUDO – a group of mice pseudoconditioned in 3 day long training. One day after completion of
training, whiskers were stimulated for 3 minutes on the same side of the snout (ipsi) or on the side contralateral (contra) to the side that was stimulated
in training. For statistical comparisons, data from the first 3 minutes of the training were pooled together. mean ±SE; ** p<0.01, t-test. (C) Conditioned
reaction development after a stroke in the barrel field. CS+UCS – conditioning, N=6; mean ±SE; * p<0.05, One-Way ANOVA with Tukey-Kramer post-test.
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stimulation in naive mice and at the beginning of the
training most probably constituted a part of the orienting
response. The change in head movement behavior in
the course of the training was specific to UCS valence.
Therefore the specificity of the CR was related to the value
that the CS gained during conditioning.
What controls the conditioned response is the
relationship between the specific stimuli in the
experimental situation. The minifreezing conditioned
response in our paradigm is controlled by the relationship
between vibrissae stimulation on a particular side of the
snout and electrical shock. Additional experiment was
designed in order to ensure and confirm that minifreezing
is indeed the manifestation of acquiring a predictive
value by the specific CS. Potential fear response evoked
by stimulation of distant, untrained whiskers on the
contralateral side of the snout would be an indication of
generalization, which occurs when the new stimulus shares
common features with the stimulus used in the original
learning (Ramos 2014). One group of mice underwent
the standard 3 day long conditioning training (CS+UCS;
CS – stimulation of row B of whiskers on one side of the
snout; UCS – tail shock) and the second one a 3 day long
pseudoconditioning (PSEUDO). One day after the end of the
training, the CS only was presented in the same schedule
as during the training. However, in two groups of mice
(conditioned and pseudoconditioned) row B of whiskers
on the same side of the snout as in the training (ipsi) were
stimulated and in the other two groups (conditioned and
pseudoconditioned) on the side contralateral to the one
stimulated during training (contra). The stimulation
session lasted only 3 minutes, because extinction could
be expected after longer presentation of the CS when not
paired with the UCS, as was previously observed in the
9th and 10th minutes of post-training CS only stimulation
(Fig. 1B; Cybulska-Klosowicz et al. 2009).
The decrease of the frequency of head movements in
mice stimulated on the same side of the snout as during
the training (Fig. 3, CS+UCS, ipsi) were comparable to
the results observed during the third training session
(Cybulska-Klosowicz et al. 2009, Jasinska et al. 2010,
Cybulska-Klosowicz et al. 2013a), both for conditioning
(5–10%) and pseudoconditioning (28–68%). However, when
the whiskers on the “untrained” side of the snout were
stimulated (contra), head turning behavior frequency
was significantly higher. In the case of conditioned mice
stimulated on the contralateral side (CS+UCS, contra),
the frequency of head movements was similar to the
number of head movements in pseudoconditioned mice,
stimulated on the same side as in the training (PSEUDO,
ipsi). Mice that were pseudoconditioned and stimulated
on the contralateral side (PSEUDO, contra) moved their
heads with a very high frequency one day after the
training, reacting to the vibrissae stimulation in ~80% of
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trials, which resembles the behavior of mice stimulated for
the first time (72–93%, Radwanska et al. 2010, Cybulska‑Klosowicz et al. 2009, Cybulska-Klosowicz et al. 2013b;
Fig. 1A – 1st minute of the training CS+UCS). These results
confirmed that the association between the UCS and CS was
formed. Only the specific CS and the predicted UCS were
recognized, and no significant generalization occurred.
Stimulation of whiskers on the side contralateral to the
one stimulated during conditioning probably warned
about the possibility of UCS appearance, but was overly
different from the CS and did not enable it to be predicted
precisely. Taking into account the aforementioned results
on generalization by Gdalyahu and others (2012) showing
that mice generalize the learning to an adjacent whisker
but not to a remote whisker, it would be interesting to
introduce another control for generalization, which would
involve stimulation of the row of whiskers on the same side
of the snout as during conditioning but adjacent or distant
from the trained one.
Acquiring the association during conditioning
– the role of the sensory cortex
Associative processes modify the cortical representation
of the conditioned stimulus. Engaging the whisker-to-barrel
system in mice through fear conditioning involves a widely
distributed network of neural changes and results in plastic
changes in the barrel cortex. Pavlovian conditioning takes
place by the convergence of pathways transmitting the
conditioned and unconditioned stimuli, and the sensory
areas that process the CS and UCS are involved in these
circuits (Johansen et al. 2012). Therefore we have undertaken
an attempt to recognize the role of the barrel cortex in the
acquisition of conditioning at the behavioral level.
As previously described, during application of the CS
in the first training session of aversive conditioning, head
movements in mice were gradually rarer and significantly
reduced as the session progressed, and finally remained at
a very low level (Fig. 1A). When mice were conditioned after
a stroke in the barrel field, the number of head movements
during whisker simulation in the first training session
decreased significantly in the 4th–6th trials, but afterwards
increased again (unpublished results, Fig.1C). Finally,
there was no significant difference in head movement
frequency between the first and final trials of the session.
Our recent results showed that normal functioning of
inhibitory circuits is critical for cortical plastic change of
the whisker representation and for maintenance of the
conditioned reaction. It has been shown previously that
whisker-related conditioning results in an increase in the
GABA level and other markers related to the GABA‑ergic
pathway in the barrel cortex (Siucinska et al. 1999,
Gierdalski et al. 2001, Siucinska 2006, Tokarski et al. 2007,
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Jasinska et al. 2010, Urban-Ciecko et al. 2010, Liguz-Lecznar
et al. 2014). After local cortical injection of a glutamic acid
decarboxylase inhibitor – 3-mercaptopropionic acid or
gabazine, an antagonist of GABAA receptors in the barrel
cortex (Posluszny et al. 2015) – in the first conditioning
session the learning curves were similar in the control
and experimental groups. However, the reduction in the
number of head movements was not a stable effect in
the experimental group of mice, and a rebound (increase
in head turning behavior) between the second and third
conditioning session were observed in these animals.
These results indicate that lesion of the barrel cortex or its
dysfunction interferes with acquisition of a stable level of
whisker-related learning.
The primary somatosensory cortex plays an essential role
in acquisition of trace eye-blink conditioning with a tactile
CS, and is also required for retention of trace‑association
(Galvez et al. 2007). However, the training described above
is a delay conditioning, and it has been shown that lesions
of the barrel cortex had no effect on this type of eye-blink
conditioning (Galvez et al. 2006, 2007). Circuitry for a simple
CS–CR association can be completely subcortical, so that it
survives cortical lesions. Hutson and Masterton (1986) have
shown that lesion of the barrel cortex does not prevent
conditioning of detection and discrimination performance
of tactile frequency. In that study the UCS was presented
simultaneously with the CS, and thus was delay conditioning
rather than trace conditioning. The difference between trace
and delay conditioning is that in delay conditioning the CS
and UCS are presented simultaneously and the emergence of
the CS overlaps with or is immediately followed by the UCS,
while in trace conditioning presentation of the CS and US is
separated in time by an inter-stimulus interval. A possible
interpretation, as proposed by Feldmeyer and colleagues
(2013), is that the successful association of the CS and UCS
in delay paradigms (Hutson and Masterton 1986, Galvez et
al. 2007) can be achieved by their simultaneous occurrence
and do not require the involvement of memory functions,
contrary to the trace paradigm (Galvez et al. 2007), where the
time interval between the CS and US requires the formation
of a temporal relationship between the two stimuli. Actually,
there are studies indicating that the key brain structures
for trace conditioning are the cerebellum, hippocampus,
and neocortex (Weiss and Disterhoft 2011). It differs from
delay conditioning, where the critical structures are the
cerebellum and brainstem (Clark et al. 1984, Mauk and
Thompson 1987), while the cortex is not essential. However,
the sensory cortex may modulate or support subcortical
pathways that subserve delay conditioning, and also in
parallel with these subcortical circuits can store CS–UCS
information long term (Halverson et al. 2009). Information
stored in the cortex can affect behavior by control over
subcortical systems (Weinberger 2007b). It has been shown
in delay whisker-related conditioning that activation of the
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barrel cortex, thalamic sensory nuclei (ventroposteromedial
thalamic nucleus and posterior thalamic nucleus), nucleus
accumbens core, and posterior parietal cortex decreases
with the duration of the training (final training session in
comparison with the first session) (Cybulska-Klosowicz and
Kossut 2006, Cybulska-Klosowicz et al. 2009). At the same
time, correlations of activity between these brain regions
increase significantly. Strengthened correlations between
structures of the thalamocortical loop together with
reduced metabolic activity in the final phase of conditioning
enhance the efficiency of sensory processing (Cybulska‑Klosowicz et al. 2013a).

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The review provides a summary of behavioral evidence
of learning in studies in examining learning-dependent
plasticity using classical conditioning paradigms with
vibrissae stimulation as a conditioned stimulus (CS).
Unfortunately, when working with the whisker system,
unless one is utilizing an anesthetized or immobilized animal,
the precise stimulation of individual whiskers in the well‑controlled manner required by most learning paradigms
is difficult. One of the most convenient paradigms for this
kind of studies is eyeblink conditioning, namely the whisker‑trace eyeblink, which allows for a very reliable measure of
CRs in a freely moving mouse. In this method the stimulator
and sensor monitoring CRs are affixed to the animals’
skull, which might appear to be a disadvantage in some
experimental procedures. In experiments where whisker‑related conditioning is carried out in a neck-restraining
apparatus, the reliable method to demonstrate development
of the conditioned reaction is evaluating head-turning
behavior. This refers only to experiments that do not require
stable or fixed head position. In experimental situations that
require a stable head-fixed models, head-turning behavior
is blocked and cannot be used to assess the conditioned
reaction. In the neck restraining apparatus the animal is able
to move its head in some range, and this gives the opportunity
to assess the conditioned behavioral reaction. The reduction
in head movements observed in mice aversively conditioned
in the neck-restraining apparatus is similar to the freezing
behavior observed as a result of fear conditioning, where
foot shock is used as the UCS. This conditioned reaction,
called “minifreezing”, proved to be a relevant indicator
of association formation between the neutral CS and the
aversive UCS, and can be used for verification of associative
learning in whisker-related classical conditioning training.
In the experiments conducted so far the observer has made
an arbitrary decision whether or not the animal moved its
head; any data collected by a human observer are necessarily
subjective. Automatic, observer-decision free and computer‑based analysis, where the criteria are likely to be more exact
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than those of the observer-scoring method, might deliver
more precise and detailed results.
The involvement of the barrel cortex in learning
process in these vibrissae-related conditioning paradigms
is discussed in the review. Lesion or dysfunction of the
barrel cortex interferes with learning acquisition in delay
conditioning, where the behavioral measure of learning
was head-turning behavior.
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